
MAGNETOM Skyra
Consumer Advertisement 2

Call attention to yourself! These ad templates in all common
formats give you a convenient way to get you and your new
system into the newspapers — and make your future patients
aware of what you’re doing.

To download the high resolution print layouts, please go back
to the Print media section / Consumer Advertisements of
the Tool Kit Website and click on “high-res.”



Skyra_consumer_ad2_size1_4C.zip (8.1 MB)
Skyra_consumer_ad2_size1_BW.zip (2.8 MB)

5.75 in x 10.5 in
146 mm x 266.7 mm
(color/b&w)

Now... an MRI as
unique as you are!

Its innovative technology provides fast, personalized scans tailored to your
specific needs. And while you enjoy a more comfortable exam in the
spacious, Open Bore MAGNETOM Skyra, its powerful 3T magnet delivers
high-quality images so your doctor can make a more confident diagnosis.

Choose the MRI designed with you in mind.

Ask your doctor about our MAGNETOM Skyra today!

Not all MRI systems are the
same! Introducing our new
3T MAGNETOM Skyra MRI.

Now available at ABC Imaging Center — (000) 000-0000

Skyra_consumer_ad2_size2_4C.zip (14.7 MB)
Skyra_consumer_ad2_size2_BW.zip (4.8 MB)

11.625 in x 10 in
295.27 mm x 254 mm
(color/b&w)

Now... an MRI as unique as you are!

Its innovative technology provides fast, personalized scans tailored to your specific needs.
And while you enjoy a more comfortable exam in the spacious, Open Bore MAGNETOM
Skyra, its powerful 3T magnet delivers high-quality images so your doctor can make a more
confident diagnosis.

Choose the MRI designed with you in mind.
Ask your doctor about our MAGNETOM Skyra today!

Not all MRI systems are the same! Introducing our new 3T MAGNETOM Skyra.

Now available at ABC Imaging Center — (000) 000-0000
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Now... an MRI as
unique as you are!

Its innovative technology provides fast, personalized scans tailored
to your specific needs. And while you enjoy a more comfortable
exam in the spacious, Open Bore MAGNETOM Skyra, its powerful
3T magnet delivers high-quality images so your doctor can make
a more confident diagnosis.

Choose the MRI designed with you in mind.
Ask your doctor about our MAGNETOM Skyra today!

Not all MRI systems are the
same! Introducing our new
3T MAGNETOM Skyra MRI.

Now available at ABC Imaging Center — (000) 000-0000

Now... an MRI as
unique as you are!

Its innovative technology provides fast, personalized scans tailored to your
specific needs. And while you enjoy a more comfortable exam in the
spacious, Open Bore MAGNETOM Skyra, its powerful 3T magnet delivers
high-quality images so your doctor can make a more confident diagnosis.

Choose the MRI designed with you in mind.

Ask your doctor about our MAGNETOM Skyra today!

Not all MRI systems are the
same! Introducing our new
3T MAGNETOM Skyra MRI.

Now available at ABC Imaging Center — (000) 000-0000
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Now... an MRI as unique as you are!

Its innovative technology provides fast, personalized scans
tailored to your specific needs. And while you enjoy a more
comfortable exam in the spacious, Open Bore MAGNETOM
Skyra, its powerful 3T magnet delivers high-quality images
so your doctor can make a more confident diagnosis.

Choose the MRI designed with you in mind.

Ask your doctor about our MAGNETOM Skyra today!

Not all MRI systems
are the same!

Introducing our new
3T MAGNETOM Skyra.

Now available at ABC Imaging Center — (000) 000-0000

Now... an MRI as unique as you are!

Choose the MRI designed with you in mind.
Ask your doctor about our MAGNETOM Skyra today!

Not all MRI systems are the same! Introducing
our new 3T MAGNETOM Skyra MRI.

Now available at ABC Imaging Center — (000) 000-0000

Its innovative technology provides fast, personalized scans tailored to your specific needs. And while you
enjoy a more comfortable exam in the spacious, Open Bore MAGNETOM Skyra, its powerful 3T magnet
delivers high-quality images so your doctor can make a more confident diagnosis.
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